
 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 

DYNAMIC DIVERSITY 
 

Grades 6 & 7 
2 Hours 

 
Thank you for booking our “Dynamic Diversity” program at FortWhyte Alive. This program is 

designed to help your students learn hands-on about local ecosystems and their components.  

Students will have the opportunity to complete an eco-inventory, explore the risks and benefits of 

disturbed ecosystems, compare abiotic and biotic factors in a variety of ecosystems (including soil 

samples), and consider what impact they can personally have on the ecosystems around them.   

 

Appropriate Dress for Your Field Trip 

To ensure that students get the most out of their FortWhyte experience, we ask that they be 

appropriately dressed for a 2-hour outdoor excursion. All of our programs include time outdoors, 

regardless of weather. Comfort and safety are key in making this an enjoyable and memorable 

experience.  

 

Suggestions for Outdoor Dress 

Layering of clothing is very important in maintaining body temperature and in remaining dry. Four 

thin garments may offer the same degree of warmth as one thick overcoat, but the four layers allow 

much greater flexibility. Layers can be shed or added as temperature, wind, exertion, or other 

variables dictate.  

Waterproof outer layers are also important. Rain may get us wet but so will dew on grass, melting 

snow on pants and puddles in the spring. Boots in the winter are always important to keep 

moisture out and heat in.  

Young people are very concerned about their appearances; remind them that they will enjoy their 

field trip more if they are prepared! 

 

*Please share this information with other teachers that are coming to  
FWA with your group. 

  



 

 

GOAL 
 
To recognize the importance of diversity within ecosystems. 

 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 
Students will: 

 

1. Learn to use classification keys and observations to help them identify living things. 

2. Make connections between groups of living things and the roles they play in an ecosystem (producers, 

consumers, and decomposers). 

3. Investigate the effects of abiotic components on the biotic components of an ecosystem and vice 

versa (soil moisture, temperature). 

4. Define a disturbance, and how an ecosystem’s diversity helps it recover from disturbance. 

  



 

 

VOCABULARY 

 
Abiotic: A component of an ecosystem that has never been alive and never will be alive 

(e.g. rocks, water, air, sunlight, etc.)   

 

Biodiversity: The variety of life within a particular environment or ecosystem. 

 

Biomass: The amount of biotic components (alive or dead) within a defined area or ecosystem. 

 

Biotic: Any living component of an ecosystem. This includes living things that have died. 

 

Consumer: An animal or organism that consumes other living organisms in order to get energy 

(includes herbivores, omnivores, and carnivores).  

 

Decomposer: An organism that breaks down dead matter and waste products (fungus, bacteria, 

and invertebrates). 

 

Dichotomous 
Key: 

A tool used to identify organisms based on specific features or characteristics. As 

Features of the organism are noted, it is classified into narrower and narrower 

categories.  Eventually it is identified through the process of elimination. 

 

Disturbance: Something that changes the balance in an ecosystem in a notable way; could be 

natural or caused by humans.   

 

Ecosystem: A community of living organisms (biotic) in conjunction with non-living components 

(abiotic) interacting as a system. 

 

Food 
Pyramid: 

Pyramid showing the progression of energy from producers to primary consumers,  

secondary consumers, and tertiary consumers.  The many organisms at the bottom 

of the pyramid support the few at the top that require the most energy. 

 

Food Web: The transfer of energy among organisms within an ecosystem.   

 

Producer: A plant or other organism that produces its own food through the process of 

photosynthesis.   

 

Scavenger: Eats dead animals but does not break them down the same way a decomposer does. 

 

Sustainability: An ecosystem’s ability to sustain itself in the present moment and into the future. 



 

 

 

LITERATURE 

CONNECTIONS 

All of the books listed below relate to the 

theme of adaptations, are 

recommended for upper elementary 

children, and are available through the 

Winnipeg Public Libraries and/or the 

Manitoba Education Instructional 

Resources Library. You may wish to 

make these titles available in your classroom 

surrounding your ‘Dynamic Diversity field trip. 

Books and activities with an Aboriginal perspective are 

indicated with a medicine wheel.  

Fiction 
> Relatives with Roots by Leah Marie Dorion  

This story about a young Métis girl and her grandmother focuses on the harmony that exists in Métis tradition 

between people and the earth. 

> Wolf Island by Celia Godkin 
When a family of wolves leave their island environment, nature’s ecosystem is upset until their return. 

> Hoot and other novels by Carl Hiaasen 
Roy, who is new to his small Florida community, becomes involved in another boy’s attempt to save a colony of 

burrowing owls from a proposed construction site. 

> Incident at Hawk’s Hill by Allan W. Eckert 
Based on a true account of a six-year old boy who was partially raised by a mother badger on the Canadian 

prairies. 

> On Thin Ice by Jamie Bastedo  
The story of a gifted northern youth struggling to find her true home in a fast-changing Arctic where culture, 

climate and environment seem to be crumbling all around her. 

> Speak to the Earth by William Bell  
A conflict between loggers and “tree huggers” is dividing the community of Nootka Harbour, on Vancouver Island. 

At first Bryan is indifferent, but the environmental conflict divides his family and shatters his entire way of life.   

Non-Fiction 
> Saving Lake Winnipeg by Robert Sanford (several videos also available on this topic) 

> The Land Where the Sky Begins by Dennis Fast and Barbara Huck 

> Wildfires by Paul and Diane Sipiera 

> Kids with Courage: True Stories About Young People Making a Difference by Barbara Lewis 

 

 



 

 

PRE-VISIT ACTIVITIES 

WHAT’S IN AN ECOSYSTEM PART 1 (1 lesson)  

Science/Movement Break 

Discuss with students what defines an ecosystem and introduce/review the terms 

producer, consumer, decomposer, biotic, and abiotic factors.  Have students draw an 

”X” on a page in their science journal (or divide a sheet into four equal sections in some 

other way, such as columns) and head outside.  Explore the schoolyard or take a short walk in the local 

community and ask students to record examples of producers, consumers, decomposers, and abiotic 

factors, each on a section of their paper (labeled sketches will be most accurate).  Conclude by 

compiling a master list of all the components from each category and discussing any elements that 

were categorized incorrectly (students will often label dead trees, plants, or animals as abiotic factors).   

 

INTRODUCTION TO DICHOTOMOUS KEYS (1-3 lessons)  

Science 

When students come to FortWhyte Alive for the program Dynamic Diversity, they will  

use dichotomous keys to identify local flora.  They will be most successful in this activity  

if they have prior exposure to dichotomous keys.  A dichotomous key is a tool  

used to identify organisms based on specific features or characteristics.   As features of the organism 

are noted, it is classified into narrower and narrower categories.  Eventually it is identified through the 

process of elimination.  Students might find it useful to think about a dichotomous key like a “choose 

your adventure” book.  As they identify elements of an organism they will be sent to new sections of 

the key.   

To introduce the idea of a dichotomous key, explain that these tools are most often used by scientists 

to identify living things, but can actually be used to identify any group of similar items with distinct 

physical features.  Examine the attached dichotomous key sample together (Attachment 1) which 

focuses on the familiar topic of Canadian provinces and territories.  Once students are comfortable 

with using this key, have them work as a class or in small groups to design a simple dichotomous key 

of their own.  Sample topics might include people in the classroom, shoes, video games, candy, fruits 

and vegetables, etc.  Remind them to start with broad categories and work on identifying finer details 

as their dichotomous keys develop.  Students can use the attached worksheet to guide them 

(Attachment 2).  You may also wish to introduce them to the actual key they will be using on 

FortWhyte’s property (Attachment 3).  Note that this key is laid out like a flow chart with a series of 

arrows rather than in a document like the other samples. The common names of plants are shown 

along with their scientific Latin names.   

Technology Extension: Here are two interactive websites where students can practice using 

dichotomous keys: 

Plants: http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/leaf/Pages/TreeKey/treeToIdentify.aspx?feature=Main  

Fish:  http://fergusonfoundation.org/btw-students/fish-identification/ 

 

OUTDOOR 

LEARNING 

http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/leaf/Pages/TreeKey/treeToIdentify.aspx?feature=Main
http://fergusonfoundation.org/btw-students/fish-identification/


 

 

 
Outdoor Extension:  Obtain field guides to identify local species and have students 

work to create their own dichotomous keys based on their findings.  For this activity, 

keep topics specific to avoid overwhelming students.  For instance, have a group of 

students create a key for local evergreen trees or riparian plants rather than a key for 

all the plants in the area.   

Many great reference books for Manitoba plants and wildlife are published by Lone 

Pine Publishing. Visit http://www.lonepinepublishing.com/cat/nature. Other beginner 

nature guides, which are good but don’t offer Manitoba specific publications, are Peterson’s First 

Guides, found at http://www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/peterson/ 

 

CRITTER CREATION (1-2 lessons) 

Science/Visual Art 

Review the concepts of physical and behavioral adaptations (Grade 4, Cluster 1) and have students 

design imaginary critters and describe how they are adapted to survive in their environment.  

Students may design an imaginary environment to suit their critters (e.g. a planet where the ground 

is made of Jell-O or where volcanoes constantly fill the air with smoke).  Alternatively, they can use 

the habitat cards provided (Attachment 4) to create critters that must adapt to more realistic 

environments such as a marsh, desert, or stream.  Invent some enemies for your critter.  Adapt them 

to overcome the defenses of the critter. Repeat for the food organisms (plants or animals). Adapt 

them to be able to avoid being eaten by your critter. Develop a whole alien ecosystem. Be sure to 

include biotic and abiotic parts of your ecosystem. Create producers, consumers and decomposers 

in each ecosystem. This activity indirectly illustrates how closely linked animals are to other 

organisms and their surroundings. You may wish to use various art media to paint, draw, model or 

sculpt the beasts. Be sure to let the FortWhyte Alive know how you do. We would love to see how 

creative you can be!  

Language Arts Extension: Now that your critters/ecosystems have been designed and 

represented, write about a day in the life of the creatures, create a critter journal that highlights 

special adaptations and environmental hazards from the critters’ perspectives, or put together a 

class field guide that includes a page for each critter and/or ecosystem.  

The book Diary of a Fly by Doreen Cronin is a good model text for perspective writing.  You may even 

want to create a dichotomous key (see previous activity) for your imaginary critters.   

 

OUTDOOR 

LEARNING 

http://www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/peterson/


 

 

POPULATION DYNAMICS LAB (1-2 lessons) 

Science/Math 

As a class, participate in a predator and prey simulation. There are many effective simulations with 

follow up labs and discussion. These activities allow students to simulate, graph and understand the 

cyclical predator/prey relationship. Below are some different variations of a predator/prey 

simulation. 

 
 Deer/Wolf:  https://www.wolfquest.org/pdfs/Deer%20Me%20Lesson.pdf 

 Killer Whale/Fish: https://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/predatorsim.html 

 Fox/Rabbit: https://serc.carleton.edu/sp/mnstep/activities/26886.html  

  

POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES 
WHAT’S IN AN ECOSYSTEM PART 2 (1-3 lessons) 

Science/Math 

After completing the Eco-Inventory at Fort Whyte during your program, take the idea 

of random sampling for biodiversity back to your school.  Because it is unrealistic to 

document every biotic and abiotic factor in a large ecosystem, scientists use small, 

randomly selected plots to draw conclusions about the biodiversity in a particular area.  You can 

mimic this process in your schoolyard (or other local green space) by creating random plots and 

having students thoroughly investigate what is found within them.  Hula hoops make great plots (this 

is what we use at Fort Whyte), but rope or string staked into a rectangle or simply laid on the ground 

in a circle will also do the trick.   

To ensure random placement of the plots, have students measure a pre-determined equal distance 

between them or determine the surface area of the green space, divide it into six equal sections, and 

have students roll dice to determine which section their plot will be placed in.  Once students have 

laid out their plot, have them count the number of species within it, note the ratio of living to non-

living material, and use guidebooks to identify the plants they have found.  Remember to include 

tree branches that overhang the plot and evidence of any animals (such as scat, tracks, 

invertebrates, or birds flying overhead).   

Repeat your eco-inventory in several locations and see what conclusions can be drawn about 

biodiversity and the factors that impact it in your local neighborhood.  Fort Whyte’s eco-inventory 

sheet is included in this package if you wish to use it (Attachment 5).   

Language Arts Extension:  Use the information from your eco-inventories to create a field guide 

for your school grounds and local neighborhood.  Assign each student a local plant, animal, or abiotic 

factor to research.  Look at how field guides are laid out and be sure to include components such as 

a map of the local area with the organism’s location marked on it, scientific name, identification 

information, and general notes.   

 

> Examples of keystone species in Canada’s six regions include: 

> Canadian Shield – Spruce 

> Arctic Region – Arctic Fox 

> Western Cordillera – Salmon 

> Appalachian Region – Lobster 

> Prairies – Prairie Dog 

> St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Lowlands – Sugar Maple 

Research these and other keystone species to identify why they are so important to their ecosystems. Who 

eats them and who do they eat in the food chain? Do other species rely on them for shelter?   

Go to http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/keystone-species/?ar_a=1 

> Create a mural of one of Canada’s regions. Assign each student a specific plant or animal to 

research and have students work collaboratively with paints or other media to bring the habitat to 

life in detail.   

Habitats of Manitoba: 

If we zoom in on just the province of Manitoba we see that there are two major Canadian regions 

included in our province – Prairie and Canadian Shield (Boreal Forest). But there are also some more 

detailed regions. One of these is the transition zone between Prairie and Boreal Forest known as the 

Parkland Region. This habitat is characterized by a mix of prairie grassland and stands of trees, primarily 

OUTDOOR 

LEARNING 

http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/keystone-species/?ar_a=1


 

 

TOWN HALL MEETING (1-3 lessons)  

Language Arts/Social Studies/Science 

Many students automatically believe that any disturbance in an ecosystem will have a negative 

impact. While disturbances can be negative, many ecosystems/organisms also rely on disturbances.  

In the program “Dynamic Diversity” students learn about the pros and cons of forest fires/fire 

suppression in the Boreal Forest where Jack Pines and other fire-dependent species are prevalent.  In 

the prairies, many species also rely on disturbances like fire or grazing in order to maintain an 

ecological balance. Plants growing in flood plains, such as near Manitoba’s rivers, also rely on this 

annual disturbance to survive. 

When disturbances are caused (or suppressed) by humans, controversy often arises. Disturbances 

impact people as well as plants and animals. This means that stakeholders have a variety of different 

perspectives on issues connected to ecological disturbances.   

Have a Town Hall Meeting in your classroom where stakeholders debate the pros and cons of a 

disturbance in a local ecosystem. Each student can take the role of a stakeholder and research that 

stakeholder’s perspective. Use the chart below as a starting point for thinking about real, local 

disturbances/ecosystems and the stakeholders they impact: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Disturbance Pros Cons Stakeholders 

 
Forest Fire 
Suppression in 
the Boreal Forest 
 

> cottages and 
homes protected 

> trails and 
infrastructure 
stay in tact 

> aesthetic value 
> logging 

companies may 
benefit from 
being able to 
access 
accumulated 
wood 

> build-up of dead 
material means 
even a small fire 
may get out of 
control quickly 

> ecosystem cannot 
follow its natural 
cycle 

> loss of 
biodiversity 

> loss of light in 
the understory 

 

> park visitors 
> home/cottage

r owners 
> business 

owners 
> logging 

companies 
> Aboriginal 

communities 
> environmenta

l groups 

 
Filling in a 
Wetland near 
Lake Winnipeg 
for a New 
Housing 
Development  

> new homes, 
schools, and 
business can be 
built 

> less mosquitoes 
> new jobs 
> more convenient 

roads for 
transportation 

> loss of 
biodiversity 

> more polluted 
run-off goes 
directly into Lake 
Winnipeg 
without being 
filtered 

> risk of flooding 
(where will 
excess water go 
now?) 

> loss of aesthetics 

> potential 
home owners 

> developers 
> commercial 

fisherman 
> Aboriginal 

groups 
> politicians  
> environmenta

l groups 
> business 

owners 

 
Building a Dam 
in Northern 
Manitoba 

> more electricity 
produced 

> new jobs 
> easier access to 

remote 
communities 
nearby 

> good for 
Manitoba’s 
economy 

> flooding 
> loss of 

biodiversity 
> land has 

traditional 
Aboriginal uses 

> noise pollution 

> Manitoba 
Hydro 

> Aboriginal 
groups 

> environmenta
l groups 

> Winnipeg 
residents who 
benefit from 
hydro power 

> politicians 
> suppliers to 

remote 
communities 

> potential 
employees 

 



 

 

RESEARCH PROJECTS (ongoing)  

Science/Language Arts/Social Studies 

1. Research the Seven Sacred Teachings, the animal that represent each teaching, and how its 

behaviours and role in its ecosystem contribute to the teaching.  Research local plants and their 

traditional medicinal uses.  An excellent starting point for your research might be Lone Pine’s 

Edible and Medicinal Plants of Canada. Invite an Elder into your classroom to talk about Aboriginal 

connections to local ecosystems.   

 

2. Research the type of ecosystem naturally found at your school yard.   In Winnipeg, it is likely to be 

river-bottom woodland, tallgrass prairie, or aspen scrub woodland.  Find out how your class can 

enhance the biodiversity of the school yard, perhaps recovering some native species. Resources 

for schoolyard greening can be accessed through FortWhyte Alive’s Naturescape for Educators 

Coordinator, naturescapeforeducators@fortwhyte.org or accessed online at 

www.fortwhyte.org/naturescapeforeducators.  

 

3. Set up a classroom composter.  Most students are very familiar with producers and consumers, 

but few stop to think about decomposition.  Composting has many benefits, including the more 

efficient breakdown of organic food waste, nutrient recycling, fewer methane and carbon dioxide 

emissions than landfills, and is a perfect opportunity to learn about decomposing organisms and 

their role in the ecosystem. Contact Naturescape for Educators (see above #2) or Green Action 

Centre for help with classroom composting: http://greenactioncentre.ca/live/school-composting/ 

 

 

mailto:naturescapeforeducators@fortwhyte.org
http://www.fortwhyte.org/naturescapeforeducators
http://greenactioncentre.ca/live/school-composting/


 

 

Attachment #1 
 

Dichotomous Key Sample: Canadian Provinces and Territories 
 

1a. Borders on salt water ....................................................................................................................... go to 2 
1b. Does not touch salt water ................................................................................................................ go to 3 
 
2a. Touches Hudson Bay ...................................................................................................................... go to 4 
2b. Does not touch Hudson Bay ........................................................................................................... go to 5 
 
3a.  The Rocky Mountains run through this province  ....................................................................... Alberta 
3b.  Touches 4 other provinces/territories ............................................................................... Saskatchewan 
 
4a.  Is broken into many islands in the north ................................................................................... Nunavut 
4b.  Is one solid piece of land ................................................................................................................ go to 6 
 
5a.  Is in western Canada ...................................................................................................................... go to 7 
5b. Is in eastern Canada ........................................................................................................................ go to 8 
 
6a.  Borders on the Great Lakes ......................................................................................................... Ontario 
6b.  Has two big lakes in its interior ................................................................................................ Manitoba 
6c.  Is split by the St. Lawrence seaway ............................................................................................... Quebec 
 
7a.  The Arctic Circle runs through it ................................................................................................. go to 10 
7b.  It is south of the Arctic Circle ....................................................................................... British Columbia 
 
8a.  Includes Canada’s easternmost point ....................................................... Newfoundland and Labrador 
8b.  Is one of the smallest three provinces ........................................................................................... go to 9 
 
9a.  It is an island ..........................................................................................................Prince Edward Island 
9b.  Its eastern shore is open to the Atlantic Ocean .................................................................... Nova Scotia 
9c.  It borders on the Gaspé Peninsula .................................................................................. New Brunswick 
 
10a.  It also borders on the Pacific Ocean ............................................................................. Yukon Territory 
10b.  It borders on six other provinces or territories .................................................. Northwest Territories 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Attachment #2 

Dichotomous Key Template 
Title:  Key to Identifying __________________________            Go To: 

Step 1 1a.  

1b.  

Step 2 2a.  

2b.  

Step 3 3a.  

3b.  

Step 4 4a.  

4b.  

Step 5 5a.  

5b.  

Step 6 6a.  

6b.  

Step 7 7a.  

7b.  

Step 8 8a.  

8b.  

Step 9 9a.  

9b.  



 

 

Attachment #3a 

 
  



 

 

Attachment #3b 

 

 

  



 

 

Attachment #4 

Habitat 1: Freshwater Stream  

Water: underwater (freshwater)  
Conditions: cool, strong current, very rocky,  
lots of light  
Hazards: many predators  
Food: insects, small fish 

Habitat 2: Grasslands  

Water: very little water  
Conditions: windy, hot summer, cold 
winter, 
dry (some grass fires), full view above grass, 
good cover in grass, no cover in winter  
Hazards: flying and stalking predators  
Food: leaves 
 

Habitat 3: Lake Bottom  

Water: underwater (freshwater)  
Conditions: very little light, many weeds, soft 
muddy bottom  
Hazards: large predatory fish  
Food: small insects and fish 

Habitat 4: Treetops  

Water: humid, rainy  
Conditions: many branches, very hot, thick 
bark, very high  
Hazards: many biting insects  
Food: leaves 
 

Habitat 5: Desert  

Water: hard to find  
Conditions: dry  
hot days, cold nights  
frequent sandstorms  
bright sunlight  
soft sand  
Hazards: large predatory birds  
Food: small insects 
 

Habitat 6: Underground  

Water: little water  
Conditions: no light, poor air quality, must 
dig small dirt particles  
Hazards: predators from above  
Food: insects 

Habitat 7: Forest Floor  

Water: wet  
Conditions: many plants, dark, cool  
Hazards: many predators day and night  
Food: insects 
 

Habitat 8: Marsh  

Water: wet  
Conditions: windy, warm, tall, dense 
grasses  
Hazards: many predators day and night  
Food: frogs and small fish 

 

  



 

 

Attachment #5 

Biotic Components of the Ecosystem 
 

PLANTS 
 We found ______ (#) different kinds of plants in our plot.  

 _______________________ is the plant that covers most of our plot.  

TIP: *Look up!* Your plot might be covered by tree branches above you!  

 Sketch and name two different plants you found. Include leaves, and berries or seeds: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ANIMALS 

1. Invertebrates - Animals without backbones such as insects, spiders, and worms. 

 We found ______ (#) invertebrates in our plot.  

 Check off what you found: 

     □  Insect (6 legs or less) □  Centipede (more than 20 legs, 1 pair per body segment) 
     □  Spider (8 legs) □  Millipede (more than 30 legs, 2 pairs per body segment) 
     □  Sowbug (14 legs) □  Worm (no legs)   
 
  

Sketch and name two different invertebrates you found.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  



 

 

2. Vertebrates – Animals with backbones, such as amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 

 Check off any signs of vertebrates in your plot:     

□  Living amphibians, reptiles, or mammals. What did you see? _________________   

□   Signs of birds. (feathers, nests, woodpecker holes, living bird). 

□   Animal tracks. What kind of animal made them? ___________ 

□  Scat (poop). What kind? _____________ 

□  Bitten off twigs. Was it a deer (ragged twig) or a rabbit (clipped twig)?______________ 

 
Abiotic Components of the Ecosystem 

 
SOIL 

Plot Site __________ Plot Site ___________ 
 
In the soil: 

            □    Dead leaves 
            □    Dead grass 
            □    Humus (black dirt) 
            □    Plant roots 
            □    Rocks 
            □    Clay 
            □    Invertebrates 
 

 
In the soil: 

            □    Dead leaves 
            □    Dead grass 
            □    Humus (black dirt) 
            □    Plant roots 
            □    Rocks 
            □    Clay 
            □    Invertebrates 
 

 

Notes: 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 


